English
Students will interpret texts with animal characters to explore how they reflect human qualities.
Students present an interview in pairs asking open & closed question of an animal character.
Students will listen, read, view and interpret picture books and stories including a wide selection from different cultures and indigenous perspectives. They will write and read a retell of their favourite story to an audience of peers.
Students will continue to learn a variety of reading and comprehension strategies and read for enjoyment. Students will learn about phonic, grammar, punctuation and spelling, and use these skills to produce their own writing.
Students will continue to develop Queensland Beginners Font handwriting and write in red and blue lines.

Mathematics
- Numbers to 100—recognise, read, write, model and order
- Explore and represent two digit numbers using standard place-value partitioning
- Investigate and describe number sequences and number patterns including skip counting 2s, 5s, 10s to 100
- Location - give and follow directions
- Length - measure and compare lengths of objects using non-standard units
- Fractions - recognise and describe whole and one half of shapes
- Continue exploring addition and subtraction
- Mental computation
- Capacity - measure and compare capacities of objects using non-standard units
- Money - name and order Australian coins according to their value and calculate various amounts
- O'clock and half past concept on digital and analogue clocks
- Measurement of time using months, weeks, days and hours

Science
Students will compare and describe the changes that occur in the features of the day sky and landscape with the night sky and landscape. They will ask questions and explore understandings about what they observe.

Teachers: Cynthia Cash, Kim Kamholtz, Kirsty Menzies and Fiona Van Der Ark/Kate Harrison.

Important Dates Term 3
22/7 - Year 1 visit to FGSHS to watch performance
25/7 - Early Years Assembly
3/7 - P-3 Disco
1/8 - Early Years Assembly
6/8 - Student of the Month Parade
10/8 - Talent Quest Heats Commence
13/8 - RNA Show Holiday
15/8 - Early Years Assembly
18/8 - FGSHS Gala Concert
22/8 - Early Years Assembly
24/8 - Early Years Assembly
1/9 - Student of the Month Parade
4/9 - Father’s Day Stall
8/9 - Year 1 Star Gazing Night
10/9 - Gold Coin Free Dress Day Humani
12/9 - 4am Talent Quest
15/9 - Year 1 Star Lab Incursion
19/9 - End of Term 3 (Term 4 commences Tuesday, 7 October)

Technology - Students will design, produce and evaluate a diorama model of either a ‘day sky and landscape’ or a ‘night sky and landscape’ out of a shoebox.

The Arts - Students will participate in experimenting with 3D artworks in their dioramas, and work with line and perspective. Each class will have their own individual art lessons and activities.